
EFFECT OF CARTOON

What can we do to reduce negative impacts and make cartoons a healthy entertainment for kids?.

Since we are not meant to know, will we ever know if we and our children are being brainwashed? Today, it
still remains popular and new episodes are still being created. To make cartoons a healthy entertainment and a
good and effective source of learning for children parents should pay more attention to providing selected
cartoons to their children which could have a positive impact on them. So, kids acquire ferocity from their
funny friends by subliminal perception. Media Awareness Network. People who create popular cartoons are
careful to not allow any vulgar content to be incorporated into their cartoons. Helpful in maintain good health:
First thing is cartoon make us laugh by activities and doing creepy things this is the reason why kids love to
watch cartoons. Each episode of the cartoon is a special adventure of the main hero Ash Ketchum who fights
against other trainers. In a scene where Jessica Rabbit is tossed out of the car, her legs spread and for about
four frames, there is her exposed genitalia in full detail. Parents must explain that the cartoon character in a
certain scene has not been harmed, but would actually be seriously injured or die in real life. NBC launched its
own investigation on the incident and reported that while in production at Korumi Studios in Japan, where the
cartoon was made, animators admitted to intentionally placing the image as well as others within their
cartoons. But, are these type of cartoon really ok for your children to watch? A cartoon series where Krishna is
modern day Krish and the Kans is head master jolts me deep. Early Start on Learning Cartoons can help kids
get an early start on learning. In a report on adolescent violence, the U. Who Framed Roger Rabbit? Not that
anyone in their right mind would want to watch a tussle between a cat and few cockroaches Anti social
behaviour: is another concern with cartoons. Upon further review, he was able freeze the tape on the exact
frame that caused the glitch. But the cartoons' negative impact can spoil our children. Whether or not
subliminal messages still exist is known only by those who put them there. Children have grown much more
interested in cartoons in recent years and it has become the main pastime for them. This means cartoons with
violence will be unhealthy for a child because in general, being interactive with any environment enhances the
development of a successful brain. Unruly Behaviour and Lack of Empathy There are several cartoons which
show characters displaying rude or disobedient behaviour towards their teachers and elders. On the internet
you can find many other studies regarding this issue. Psychologists emphasize the negative impacts of
cartoons on children. Role models While watching cartoons, children often identify themselves with the
characters. Bad Role Models Children often idolize their favourite cartoon character and mimic them or aspire
to be like them. It would be better if parents also regularly watch and discuss the characters of cartoons with
children.


